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Product Report: Triple Boost for Data Consistency and Increased User-Friendliness (part 3 of 3)

Duplicate detection with Deep Qualicision AI
In the last two issues of PRODUCTION manager, two modules for the
triple boost for data consistency and increased user-friendliness based
on the Deep Qualicision AI Framework have been discussed: The auto-completion at time of data entry and the input validation during
transfer to the database. Both lead to a measurable improvement in consistency of data and user-friendliness—individually but also in combination. However, the use of this combination only adds value for data
that is newly collected in the process. In a database that has been in existence for many years, remaining duplicates can thus counteract overall consistency. At this point, duplicate detection based on the Deep
Qualicision AI Framework comes into account. For this purpose, the
syntax and semantics of the datasets learned from historicized data as
well as from the data entered and checked during data entry are immediately used to detect duplicates in already existing databases.

Over the course of time, duplicates of
the same supplier were generated due
to different spellings.
One example is a supplier in Italy
whose street name can be entered in
many different ways: In the local language as “Via delle Fabbriche” or as a
German translation in the variants
“Fabrikstr.”, “Fabrikstrasse” or “Fabrik
straße.” In addition, the company
name can likewise be entered in the
local language or as a German translation as well. In this way alone, there
are eight possible entries for the same
information. Additionally, variants
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data sets
+ Significant time savings
and planning reliability in downstream processes
+ Consistency across the entire
database

+ Continuous relearning of
the knowledge base to maintain
a current data status

triple boost for date consistency and

Deep Qualicision-based
duplicate detection as an
extension of auto-completion
and data input validation
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+ Automated detection of duplicate

user-friendliness based on the Deep
Qualicision AI Framework.
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